Excitonic improvement of colloidal nanocrystals in salt powder matrix for quality lighting and color enrichment.
Here we report excitonic improvement in color-converting colloidal nanocrystal powders enabled by co-integrating nonpolar green- and red-emitting nanocrystal energy transfer pairs into a single LiCl salt matrix. This leads to nonradiative energy transfer (NRET) between the co-integrated nanocrystals in the host matrix. Here we systematically studied the resulting NRET process by varying donor and acceptor concentrations in the powders. We observed that NRET is a strong function of both of the nanocrystal concentrations and that NRET efficiency increases with increasing acceptor concentration. Nevertheless, with increasing donor concentration in the powders, NRET efficiency was found to first increase (up to a maximum level of 53.9%) but then to decrease. As a device demonstrator, we employed these NRET-improved nanocrystal powders as color-converters on blue light-emitting diodes (LEDs), with the resulting hybrid LED exhibiting a luminous efficiency >70 lm/W(elect). The proposed excitonic nanocrystal powders potentially hold great promise for quality lighting and color enrichment applications.